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Abstract 

Claims about the strength of cities’ global connections have become commonplace in the world 

cities literature. Although such claims are inherently comparative, authors often do not specify the 

reference. London is well connected compared to what? In this paper, I adapt the stochastic degree 

sequence model (SDSM) from network analysis as a tool to derive a frame of reference that can be 

used to inform and substantiate such claims. Beyond providing a formal statistical method for 

deciding when the claim that “X is well connected” is justified, it also addresses a number of other 

challenges in this literature, including more explicitly casting firms as key agents in world city 

formation, providing insight into when and where global firms might be expected to locate their 

branch offices, and helping identify cases that warrant more detailed investigation. To illustrate, I 

apply the method to data on cities and firms from 2013, examining the results at five different scales, 

from the individual city and firm to the entire world city network. I conclude by considering how 

this approach allows researchers to ask different kinds of questions about the nature of world city 

status. 
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Well connected compared to what? 

Rethinking frames of reference in world city network research 

 

Throughout the globalization and world cities literature, claims about the strength of a particular 

city’s connections generally or its connections with particular other cities have become 

commonplace: 

"London is very well connected to New York" (Derudder, Witlox, Taylor, 2007, p. 85) 

"Los Angeles is well connected to Pacific Rim cities" (Derudder, Witlox, Taylor, 2007, p. 85) 

"São Paulo is highly connected" (Castañedo, Cloke, & Brown, 2010, p. 172) 

"Tokyo is strongly connected to London" (Wall & van der Knaap, 2011, p. 287) 

Such claims often have an intuitive appeal, and frequently are supported by pointing to a seemingly 

large number designed to measure connection strength. However, although these claims are 

inherently comparative, authors rarely specify the reference or explicitly make a comparison, which 

raises the question: London is well connected compared to what? Such ambiguities have led multiple 

scholars to call for a more explicitly comparative lens in urban studies (Nijman, 2007; Gilbert and 

Lambert, 2010; Robinson, 2014). In this case, the implicit reference is often other cities in the 

sample: London is well connected compared to other cities in the world. This frame of reference is 

straightforward, but risks conflating a number of factors and masking subtle patterns in the world 

city network. For example, we already know that London is large compared to other cities in the 

world, so observing that it is also well connected compared to other cities in the world might not be 

particularly illuminating. Could it really have been otherwise? 

 In this paper, I introduce a statistical test – the stochastic degree sequence model (SDSM) – 

that offers an alternative and complementary frame of reference for thinking about when cities are 

(or are not) well connected. Rather than compare a city’s connectedness to that of other cities in the 

world, the SDSM asks whether a city’s connectedness is as strong as it could be, given certain factors 
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that facilitate or constrain the formation of intercity linkages. For example, given that London is 

highly attractive to global firms, although it appears well connected, is it as connected as it could be 

or is it merely as connected as any economically attractive city would be? Likewise, given that 

Cleveland is comparatively less attractive to global firms, although it appears more weakly 

connected, is it perhaps better connected than might be expected for such a place. While the SDSM 

represents a methodological innovation that offers a formal statistical test and frame of reference to 

inform claims about cities’ connectivity, it also addresses some substantive challenges in the world 

cities literature. First, it more explicitly casts firms as key agents in world city formation than existing 

approaches that focus primarily on cities. Second, it provides insight into when and where global 

firms might be expected to locate their branch offices. Finally, it highlights potentially interesting 

cases – cities and city pairs that are unexpectedly well connected – that warrant additional, perhaps 

qualitative, investigation. 

 The paper is composed of four sections. In the first section, I review the role of firms 

forging connections between cities and producing a world city network. The second section 

introduces the stochastic degree sequence model (SDSM), and describes an adaptation that allows 

the estimation of the probability that firm f opens a branch office of size s in city c, and thus its 

application in the world city network context. In the third section, I apply the adapted SDSM to data 

on 175 advanced producer service firms’ branch office locations in 525 cities in 2013 (Taylor et al., 

2014) and examine the results, which offer lessons about the process of world city formation at 

multiple scales ranging from the individual city and firm, to the entire world city network. I conclude 

in the fourth section by reflecting on how the SDSM addresses some existing challenges in the 

world city network literature, how its unique frame of reference differs from and complements other 

frames of reference, and how it might be applied in contexts beyond advanced producer services. 
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Firms as world city network generators 

There are many different conceptions of world city networks, each focused on intercity linkages that 

capture a particular dimension of the interactions that can occur between cities. Smith and 

Timberlake (1995) proposed a useful typology that organized these interactions by their form 

(human, material, or information) and function (economic, political, cultural, or social). Each of the 

twelve cells specified by this typology highlights a kind of interaction, and thus a specific conception 

of a world city network. For example, they suggest that the intersection of human-form and cultural-

function might include such intercity interactions as the exchange of students or rock concert tours, 

which although not yet widely studied, have been used to construct world city networks and explore 

world city phenomena (Barnett & Wu, 1995; Short et al., 1996). The most widely studied of the 

interactions located in their typology are those with an economic function and an informational 

form: transmission of command and control authority, exchanges of information and (in electronic 

form) capital, provision of services, etc. When such interactions occur between cities, it is not the 

cities themselves that initiate them, but rather the firms and their employees. Thus, understanding 

the economic-informational conception of a world city network requires looking not at cities, but 

rather at the behaviors of firms (which, of course, may be influenced by cities’ attributes and 

policies). 

 Two broad perspectives have emerged on how firms generate intercity connections, and 

subsequently a world city network: headquarter-subsidiary relations and branch office networks. The 

headquarter-subsidiary perspective has its roots in theories of metropolitan dominance (Lincoln, 

1978; Ross, 1987), but was extended to the global scale by incorporating notions of the new 

international division of labor (Alderson & Beckfield, 2004). Firms’ executive and strategic planning 

activities take place at a headquarters and perhaps a series of second-order regional offices, while 

routine production activities (whether physical production in the case of manufacturing, or symbolic 
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production in the case of service industries) take place at a large number of subsidiary offices located 

throughout the world. This spatial division of labor creates the need for strong communication links 

between these offices, which allow the headquarters to issue commands to and exert control over its 

subsidiaries. Accordingly, from this perspective, economic-informational intercity linkages exist 

between cities that host firms’ headquarters and cities that host their subsidiaries. At a more 

aggregated perspective, the cities that host many headquarters are viewed as seats of corporate 

power, while those hosting primarily subsidiaries are views as relatively powerless. 

 The branch office network perspective has its theoretical roots in Sassen’s (1991) contention 

that advanced producer service firms (e.g. accounting, law, consultancy, advertising), not firms 

located along a consumer goods value chain, are the key players in economic globalization. As noted 

above, firms’ production activities are spatially distributed in cities around the world. Coordination 

of these spatially distributed subsidiaries requires a large number of cross-border transactions, which 

are technically complex due to differences in local currencies, customs, and laws. Advanced 

producer service firms facilitate these transactions by providing support services, in essence reducing 

the friction of distance by greasing the wheels of global capitalism. Taylor (2001) argues that this 

facilitation is most efficient when a single advanced producer service firm maintains offices in cities 

at both ends of the transaction. For example, an auto manufacturer headquartered in Detroit and 

relying on PricewaterhouseCoopers for accounting services to manage its subsidiary in São Paulo 

will be advantaged if PwC maintains offices in both Detroit and São Paulo because the headquarters 

and subsidiary are able to “speak the same language.” For any given pair of cities, the more 

advanced producer service firms that maintain offices in both locations, the greater the capacity for 

information exchange and business coordination. Accordingly, from this perspective, economic-

informational intercity linkages exist between cities that have overlapping populations of advanced 

producer service firms. 
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 For both the headquarters-subsidiary and branch office perspectives, a world city network 

emerges not from the cities themselves, but from the locations of specific firms. Thus, 

understanding the formation of world city networks requires understanding firms’ expansion and 

location decisions. Although the literature on firm expansion and location decisions is vast and a 

complete review would go beyond the scope of this paper, it is sufficient to observe that the factors 

firms consider when making decisions about expansion can be grouped under two broad headings: 

internal and external. Internal factors include such things as the firm’s own strategic vision and its 

capacity to expand (Penrose, 1959). A firm with little interest in global markets or with little revenue 

or cash reserves is unlikely to expand, while a highly profitable firm with global aspirations is more 

likely to consider opening new offices. External factors include site-specific considerations like a 

candidate location’s ability to provide the firm with an adequate market, infrastructure, and labor 

pool, the presence of other similar firms (i.e. agglomeration economies), and the availability of 

incentives (e.g. McCann and Shefer, 2003; Barrios, Görg, and Strobl, 2006; Devereux, Griffith, and 

Simpson, 2007). A city with a small market, poor transportation infrastructure and an undereducated 

workforce is likely to be a less attractive site for expansion than a city with a large market and robust 

reserves of physical and human capital. In complex ways that are rarely directly observed, firms 

combine and evaluate these internal and external factors to make decisions about when and where to 

open offices, and how large those offices should be. 

 Studies adopting each of these perspectives on firm-generated intercity connections have 

arrived at similar conclusions about city connectedness. In the first global application of the 

headquarters-subsidiary perspective, Alderson and Beckfield (2004) used outdegree centrality to 

conclude that London (1955), New York (2601), Tokyo (3639), and Paris (2353) were among the 

best connected. Similarly, in the first application of the office service perspective, Taylor, Catalano, 

and Walker (2002) used global connectivity scores to conclude that London (63399), New York 
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(61895), Tokyo (43781), and Paris (44323) were among the best connected cities. Remarkably, these 

rankings have remained largely unchanged in the intervening decade, with these cities retaining their 

highly connected statuses (Alderson, Beckfield, & Sprague-Jones, 2010; Derudder et al., 2010). At a 

finer level of detail, the office service perspective has also been used to examine the strength of the 

connection between specific pairs of cities. Once again, these usual suspects appear at the top of the 

list, with London-New York (1731), New York-Paris (1363), London-Paris (1356), and New York-

Tokyo (1237) ranking among the most highly connected pairs (Taylor, Hoyler, Pain, & Vinciguerra, 

2014). 

 Many of the values cited as evidence of a city’s high connectivity, or of a dyad’s strong 

linkage, are big numbers. Reporting that London’s connectivity is a whopping 63,399 certainly 

creates the impression that London is indeed quite well connected, but it is difficult to decide 

whether we should think of this value as large without having a frame of reference. One possible 

frame of reference is the other cities included in the analysis. For example, the fact that London’s 

connectivity in 2000 was 43% larger than Paris’s might be used to infer that London was better 

connected than Paris. But, London is the location of more and larger firms than Paris, so perhaps its 

greater apparent connectivity is merely an artifact of its economic size. Such a frame of reference 

may not be useful because it will always mean that bigger cities appear better connected, and that 

smaller cities will always appear poorly connected (Neal, 2012, 2013a, 2014b; Liu & Derudder, 

2012). 

 Recognizing the potential for such artifacts, a second possible frame of reference is a city’s 

(or dyad’s) expected connectivity after controlling for other factors that may artificially inflate or 

deflate its apparent connectivity. For example, Taylor, Derudder, and Witlox (2007) used residual 

scores to identify cities that were better or worse connected than would be expected given their level 

of air traffic. Despite the huge connectivity statistic cited above, they found that London actually 
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hosted somewhat fewer advanced producer service firms than would be expected given its 

enormous volume of air traffic. Other cities, like Rome, took its place at the top of the connectivity 

hierarchy as having levels of connectivity that exceeded what could be explained solely by its volume 

air traffic. More recently, Taylor and Derudder (2015) have also examined dyads that were better or 

worse connected that would be expected given their member cities’ global connectivity, using what 

they call a “hinterworld” analysis. These residual-based approaches provide a potentially more 

informed frame of reference for cities’ connectivities, but also have their limitations. First, it requires 

locating and using the right comparison data (is air traffic appropriate?) to determine cities’ expected 

connectivities. Second, the process used to determine these expectations requires assuming that the 

relationship between cities connectivity and the comparison data is linear, when in fact the 

relationship may be more complex.  

 Still other, more sophisticated methods for evaluating cities’ connectivities continue to be 

developed. For example, Henneman and Derudder (2014) recommend a bootstrapping simulation 

approach to evaluate characteristics like cities’ betweenness centrality.1 Each of these approaches – 

raw connectivity scores, residuals, and simulations – takes an important step in the right direction, 

but they all share a common feature: they examine data on a world city network in which the nodes 

are cities, and the firms are invisible. 

 

How well connected could it be? 

Substantiating claims that particular cities are well connected, or that pairs of cities are strongly 

linked, requires a frame of reference that preserves the role of firms as the generators of the intercity 

interactions that constitute a world city network. The network science literature offers one 

 
1 It is worth noting that while this approach can be used to evaluate network characteristics like betweenness centrality, it 
cannot be used to evaluate degree centrality, or what is more commonly called “connectivity” or “global network 
connectivity” in the world city network literature. 
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possibility: the conditional uniform graph test. The conditional uniform graph test is not a single 

test, but rather a broad approach to testing claims about a network’s structure or a node’s position 

within a network. Here, I adapt one such test – the stochastic degree sequence model (SDSM; Neal, 

2014a) – for use in exploring claims about cities’ and city-dyads’ connectivity in a world city network 

generated by firms (see figure 1). In this context, the SDSM provides a way of understanding how 

well connected a given city could have been, given the realities and limitations of the global 

economic landscape, and thus offers a frame of reference for judging whether its actual level of 

connectedness is impressive or ordinary. 

 To illustrate the SDSM, I apply it to data on the location and sizes of branch offices of 175 

advanced producer service firms in 516 cities.2 These data represent the most recent iteration of an 

ongoing data collection effort conducted by the Globalization and World Cities (GaWC) research 

network since 2000 (Taylor, Catalano, & Walker, 2002), and have been used in many studies to 

measure the world city network (see http://www.lboro.ac.uk/gawc/publicat.html). For each of the 

90,300 city-firm pairs in the data, a score ranging between 0 and 5 was assigned that reflects the size 

of the firm’s office in the city. A score of 0 indicates that the firm has no presence, while a score of 

5 indicates that the city is the location of the firm’s global headquarters; intermediate values indicate 

other office sizes ranging from minor field offices and regional headquarters. For example, the 

Chicago-Bank of America pair is coded as 4, indicating that Bank of America operates a major 

regional office in Chicago; its headquarters is in New York.  

 The observed world city network. In the first step of the SDSM, the observed world city network 

is constructed from the data using Taylor’s (2001) interlocking world city network model. This yields 

a world city network in which the strength of the linkage between a pair of cities is a function of the 

number of firms maintaining offices in both locations, weighted by the size of those offices. In more 
 

2 The original data include 525 cities, but those cities containing no advanced producer service firms are excluded from 
analysis here because they do not participate in a world city network generated by firms. 
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formal network terms, the interlocking world city network is a projection of a weighted bipartite 

network (Neal, 2008). Within this network, a statistic of interest is selected and computed. This 

could include the strength of the city interlock link between a pair of cities (in network terms, an 

edge weight), or a single city’s global network connectivity (in network terms, a node’s degree 

centrality). For example, in these data, Chicago’s global network connectivity is 73,240. The SDSM 

provides a frame of reference for deciding whether this value should be considered large or small, 

and thus whether Chicago is well (or poorly) connected in the world city network. 

 Factors impacting firm expansion and location. The second step involves identifying internal and 

external factors impacting firms’ expansion and location decisions. Although the researcher rarely 

has direct knowledge of these factors, the data contain two indirect proxies. First, the number of 

each size office operated by a given firm provides an indication of the firm’s internal capacity and 

willingness to expand globally. For example, these data indicate that Bank of America operated 1 

global headquarters (i.e. a size-5 office), 9 regional offices (i.e. size-4 offices), and a number of 

smaller offices (25 size-3 and 67 size-2). These values capture something about Bank of America’s 

interest in and capacity for global expansion in 2013. It operated a total of 102 offices across 516 

cities, indicating a capacity for approximately 20% penetration into the total global market. Its 

branch office network also suggests a relatively decentralized hierarchy: as expected there is only one 

global headquarters, but also large number of high-ranking regional offices. In contrast, the more 

limited capacity and interest in global expansion of other firms, like Lamar Advertising which 

focuses almost exclusively on North American markets, is indirectly reflected in the fact that they 

maintain fewer global offices (Lamar in 15 cities). 

 Second, the number of each size office operated in a given city provides an indication of the 

city’s attractiveness as a site for firms to locate (i.e. an external factor). For example, these data 

indicate that 11 firms maintained their global headquarters in Chicago, while 14 other firms 
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maintained major regional offices there. Moreover, they indicate that nearly 62% of all advanced 

producer service firms in the data (108 of 175) maintained an office in Chicago. These values 

capture something about Chicago’s attractiveness as a site for advanced producer service firms, and 

suggest that the city offers the bundle of amenities and resources such firms require. In contrast, the 

more limited attractiveness of other cities, like Battle Creek (Michigan, US) which has suffered 

economic and population losses due to deindustrialization, is indirectly reflected in the fact that they 

are the location of fewer firms (Battle Creek hosts 4). 

 Firm expansion and location decision making. The values computed in the second step use firms’ 

actual past expansion and location decisions to identify the extent to which firms have had the 

capacity to expand and the extent to which cities have been viewed as attractive location sites. The 

third step involves using these values to infer the decision making process firms used to select their 

locations. Such strategies are often closely guarded and almost never known to researchers, but can 

be inferred using a statistical model designed to ask: What decision making process would have led 

firms to have the location patterns we know they actually have? More specifically, for every firm and 

city in the data, the model aims to infer the probability that firm f would open a branch of size s in 

city c (Pfsc). 

 There are two types of statistical model that are suitable for estimating these probabilities – 

ordered logistic regression and conditional logistic regression – that each corresponds to slightly 

different ways of thinking about how firms engage in such decisions. The ordered logistic regression 

model views site selection as an all-at-once decision. Firm executives look at a candidate city and ask: 

“Given our capacity to expand, and given candidate city’s attractiveness, what size office (if any) 

should we open here?” In contrast, the conditional logistic regression model views site selection as a 

stepwise decision (c.f. Guimarães, Figueirdo, and Woodward, 2003). Firm executives look at a 

candidate city and ask: “Given our capacity to expand, and given this candidate city’s attractiveness, 
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would this be a good location for at least a small size-1 office?” If the answer is yes, they then ask, 

“given all these factors, and the fact that we already operate (or know we should operate) a size-1 

office here, would it be a good location for at least a size-2 office.” This iterative evaluation process 

continues until the optimal size office is identified. The formal specification of these two statistical 

models is described in the technical appendix. 

 Table 1 illustrates the probabilities estimated in the specific case of Bank of America’s 

decisions about their location in Chicago, and highlights the minor differences in estimates produced 

by these two statistical models. Both models agree that there is only about a 5.5% chance Bank of 

America would not maintain an office in Chicago. They also agree that it is unlikely Bank of America 

would operate a very small size-1 office (between 0.5% and 2% chance) or its global headquarters 

(2% or 6% chance) in Chicago. Instead, they suggest that Bank of America would likely maintain a 

medium-size office in Chicago, but differ in the specifics: the ordered model suggests a size-3 office 

is most likely (51% chance), while the conditional model suggests that size-2, size-3, and size-4 

offices are all possibilities (32%, 34%, and 20% chances, respectively). The probabilities estimated by 

both models are able to reproduce firms’ observed location patterns very well (Pearson r = 0.996 

and 0.999), which means that the decision making process they represent is one that firms may have 

used when engaging in expansion and location decisions. Because the conditional model is displays a 

marginally better fit to the observed data, it is used in the analyses below. 

 A possible world city network. The empirical data indicate where firms’ offices actually are 

located. However, the same decision making process could have led to slightly different outcomes. 

For example, although Bank of America in fact operated a size-4 office in Chicago in 2013, as the 

decision probabilities in table 1 highlight, the outcome of Bank of America executives’ evaluation of 

Chicago as an office location could have been different. Basing their evaluation on the same internal 

and external influences, 20% of the time they would decide to maintain a size-4 office in Chicago, 
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but 34% of the time they would decide to maintain a smaller size-3 office, and 6% of the time they 

would decide to locate the headquarters in Chicago. A similar probabilistic decision making process 

unfolds as every firm evaluates every city as a potential site for various sizes of office. The 

simultaneous outcome of all these decisions yields the set of firm locations from which a world city 

network emerges.  

 The fourth step of the SDSM involves constructing an alternative economic landscape of 

firm locations. In this alternate landscape, Bank of America still has a high capacity for expansion, 

and Chicago is still an attractive site for advanced producer service firms. But acting on the same 

probabilistic decision making process, perhaps Bank of America decided to locate in a different 

highly attractive city, or perhaps Chicago is selected as an office site for a different expanding firm. 

Once an alternative economic landscape of firm locations is constructed, the interlocking world city 

network that such a landscape would imply can also be constructed. Finally, the statistic of interest 

in this “possible” world city network can be computed and compared to the statistic obtained from 

the observed world city network in step 1. For example, in one possible world city network, which 

emerged from an alternate economic landscape of firm locations, Chicago’s global network 

connectivity would have been 81,987. This possible connectivity is larger than Chicago’s actual 

global connectivity computed from the observed world city network (73,240). This means that even 

if firms’ decisions about expansion and location were driven by the same internal and external 

forces, Chicago could have been better connected that it is. 

 Compare statistics. The fourth step of the SDSM is repeated a large number of times, each time 

generating an alternative economic landscape, deriving a possible world city network, and computing 

a statistic of interest. The final step of the SDSM involves comparing the statistic of interest from 

the observed world city network to the set obtained from a series of possible world city networks. 

Under a conventional hypothesis testing framework, if the statistic from the observed world city 
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network is larger than (1-a)% of the statistics from the possible world city networks, then it is 

deemed statistically significant at the a-level. For example, Chicago’s observed global network 

connectivity was larger than its global network connectivity in only 3 of 100 possible world city 

networks, and therefore is not statistically significant at the conventional a = 0.05 level. Although 

Chicago is observed to have a seemingly high connectivity score (73,240), this finding implies that 

Chicago was no better connected in the observed world city network than it could have been in 

almost any other possible world city network formed by the same firm expansion and location 

processes. That is, given Chicago’s attractiveness relative to other cities, and given firms’ capacities 

to expand, Chicago is not particularly well connected. Chicago could have done much better. 

 

World City Network Formation: Insights at Five Scales 

Different steps in the SDSM offer opportunities to gain insight into different aspects of the firm-led 

processes of world city network formation. Below, I review some of the insights that can be gained 

from application of the SDSM at five scales of analysis: the urban hierarchy, the individual city and 

firm, the intercity link, the city-as-node, and the world city network. 

 Theory: the urban hierarchy. Urban hierarchies are theoretical constructions offered by 

researchers to make sense of the urban landscape. As conceptual tools, the relevant question is not 

whether a given urban hierarchy is “real,” but rather whether it is conceptually useful. In the third 

step of the SDSM, firms’ expansion and location decision making strategies are inferred and 

represented as a series of probabilistic decisions. These decision probabilities can provide insight 

into how firms view different types cities as potential sites for their branch office locations, and thus 

can help evaluate proposed urban hierarchies’ conceptual utility. Figure 2 illustrates the probability 

that the average firm would decide to operate a particular size office in cities at different levels of the 

2012 GaWC hierarchy (http://www.lboro.ac.uk/gawc/world2012.html). When a firm considers an 
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Alpha++ city (i.e. London and New York) as a possible office site, it is most likely (about 32% of 

the time) to select it as the location of a size-4 office. Similarly, when a firm considers an Alpha+ 

city, it is most likely (about 30% of the time) to establish a size-3 office there. Accordingly, the 

curves shown in figure 2 confirm that Alpha++ cities are most attractive for large offices, Alpha and 

Alpha+ cities for medium-sized offices, and cities in the Beta and lower tiers of the hierarchy are 

considered suitable sites only for smaller offices, if at all. That the four curves shown in figure 2 

have distinct shapes with distinct maxima suggests that firms, as they scan the urban landscape for 

potential expansion sites, view cities at different levels of the hierarchy differently. That is, the 

proposed GaWC hierarchy captures an implicit ranking that influences firm location decisions. 

 Micro-scale: individual cities and firms. Within the world cities literature, studies adopting a 

narrow focus on individual cities are rare, and those adopting a detailed focus on individual firms is 

rarer still. However, because step 4A of the SDSM involves examining alternative economic 

landscapes of firm locations, it is possible to explore these landscapes from the microscopic 

perspective of individual cities and firms. Figure 3 illustrates the range of alternate economic 

landscapes for one city (Chicago) and one firm (Bank of America). The top row of histograms show 

how many of each size office Chicago might have hosted under other possible outcomes of firms’ 

expansion and location decisions, while the dashed line indicates the actual number of each size 

office Chicago hosted in 2013. For example, in 2013 Chicago was observed to host the headquarters 

(i.e. size-5 offices) of 11 different firms, but if firms engaged in the same location selection 

strategies, this number might have been as low as 0 and as high as 13. Because Chicago was host to 

almost as many firm headquarters as was possible, this suggests that Chicago was a particularly 

attractive location for advanced produce service firms’ headquarters. In contrast, Chicago hosted 

only 32 size-3 offices, while in most other possible worlds it would have hosted many more, 

suggesting Chicago was not a particularly attractive location for mid-sized offices. 
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 The histograms in the second row of figure 3 show how many of each size office Bank of 

America might have operated if its executives had made different location selection decisions that 

were guided by the same internal and external forces while the dashed line indicates the actual 

number of each size office Bank of America operated in 2013. Perhaps not surprisingly, Bank of 

America was observed to operate one global headquarters (i.e. size-5 office), and as the histogram 

indicates, this is about the number of headquarters offices it would operate under most possible 

outcomes of executives’ decision making. While this finding is not particularly illuminating, it does 

serve to highlight that the SDSM yields alternate economic landscapes that correspond with realistic 

expectations (e.g. that a multinational firm will have only one global headquarters). More 

interestingly, however, the other histograms reflecting Bank of America’s possible expansion 

behaviors for other sizes of office are roughly centered on the dashed lines also. This indicates that 

the number of each size office Bank of America operated globally in 2013 matches what one might 

expect given the attractiveness of cities at the time, and the capacity of it and other firms to expand. 

That is, as of 2013, Bank of America had not been using a particularly unique or distinctive 

expansion strategy, but rather had been behaving according to expectations. 

 Although figure 3 focuses on just one city and firm, the SDSM allows of similarly detailed 

analyses of each of the other 515 cities and 174 firms in the data. In each case, the method provides 

a frame of reference for evaluating individual cities and firms, allowing us to determine, for example, 

whether Chicago was particularly attractive for headquarters or whether Bank of America was 

particularly aggressive in its small-office expansion strategy. 

 Building blocks: the intercity link. The fundamental building block of a network is the link or 

edge; this is what sets network analysis apart from more traditional analytic techniques that focus on 

entities or cases. Because step 4B of the SDSM involves constructing the world city networks 

implied by alternative economic landscapes of firm locations, it offers an opportunity to closely 
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examine how the intercity link between specific pairs of cities might have looked different. Figure 4 

illustrates the strength of the intercity link between three different pairs of cities under a series of 

alternate economic landscapes; a dashed line indicates the observed link strength in 2013. Under 

Taylor’s (2001) interlocking network model, an intercity (or, interlock) link is an indirect measure of 

economic exchange and integration between two cities, and is a function of the number and sizes of 

firms that maintain offices in both places.  

 These results are important because they provide a frame of reference for supporting or 

rejecting claims that a pair of cities are “highly connected.” London and Sydney have a stronger link 

than could have occurred if firms had enacted alternate expansion and location strategies, which 

provides a rationale for claiming that these two have a strong connection. In contrast, London and 

Washington have a link that is about as strong as it would have been if firms had enacted other 

strategies. Although their observed link strength is 1011, which may seem like a large number, this 

comparison reveals that it is in fact quite ordinary; the link between London and Washington could 

have been much stronger. Finally, the case of Sydney and Washington highlights a third and rarely 

considered possibility: their link is not simply weak in absolute terms, but in fact is weaker than it 

could have been if firms had enacted nearly any other expansion strategy. That is, if firms had acted 

on almost any other plausible expansion and location selection decisions, Sydney and Washington 

would have been more strongly linked. This makes the weakness of their link particularly 

noteworthy, perhaps suggesting that firms actively sought to avoid operating offices in both places. 

Whereas London and Sydney are economically integrated, Sydney and Washington are economically 

dis-integrated. 

 Nodality: the city and connectivity. Articulating and quantifying the nodality of places has long 

been a concern in geography, at least since the days of finding central places, and it remains a central 

concern in the world cities literature. Indeed, a city’s claim to world city status is often seen as 
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resting on its nodality (or connectivity, or centrality, etc.) in the world system. The strengths of city’s 

links to other cities are often summed to provide a measure of its overall connectivity (or, in 

network theoretic terms, degree centrality) in the world city network. The histograms in figure 5 

show the range of connectivities that three specific cities might have achieved under alternate 

economic landscapes; the dashed lines indicate their observed connectivity in 2013. 

 Again, these results are important because they provide a frame of reference, at this scale for 

supporting or rejecting claims that a particular city is “well connected.” London’s observed 

connectivity in these data is substantially larger than any other city, at a whopping 123,464, which 

may appear to provide strong evidence for the claim that London is very highly connected. 

However, this figure tells a somewhat different story. London’s observed connectivity is higher than 

it could have been if firms had enacted different expansion strategies, but not by much. There are 

many other expansion and location strategies firms could have plausibly adopted that would have led 

London to be even better connected. Thus, this might be viewed as evidence that London is well 

connected, but not as well connected as possible. Sydney’s connectivity in the world city network is 

even more unremarkable; most other firm expansion strategies would have led Sydney to be better 

connected. Finally, these results suggest that Washington’s connectivity is particularly weak, and 

provide evidence for a claim that Washington is very poorly connected. Indeed, if firms had acted 

on almost any other plausible expansion and location selection decisions – that is, if globalization 

had unfolded in almost any other way – Washington would have been more connected than it is. 

 Macro-scale: the world city network. Bringing each of the steps of the SDSM together, it is 

possible to construct a new kind of world city network that focuses only on those linkages that are 

(about) as strong as possible. Figure 6 shows such a world city network. In the language of statistics, 

the links in this network are statistically significantly strong at the a = 0.01 level. In the language of 

world cities and firms, an intercity link is shown when fewer than 1% of plausible alternate firm 
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expansion and location decisions would have led to a stronger link than the one actually observed in 

2013. It is important to note that this is not “the” world city network, but rather a new way of 

thinking about the world city network that complements other approaches. 

 Several features of this network distinguish it from most other depictions of a world city 

network. First, some cities that appear prominent in conventional world city networks because they 

have numerically large absolute connectivity scores (recall London’s 123,464) appear less prominent 

here because, with the clarity of a frame of reference, we find that they could have been even better 

connected. To be clear, this does not imply that cities like London are not well connected, but rather 

simply serves to highlight that even for many of the usual suspects, there is substantial room for 

growth. Second, some cities that appear marginal in conventional world city networks because they 

have numerically small absolute connectivity scores appear more prominent here because, again 

using a frame of reference, we find that they are as well connected as they possibly could have been. 

Again, to be clear, this does not imply that such places hold the global economic power of London 

or New York, but it does offer a way of reinserting what Robinson (2006) has called “ordinary 

cities” back onto the map. Finally, this view of the network is strikingly un-global. The vast majority 

of linkages in this network are intra-regional, rather than inter-regional. The average distance 

between two linked cities is 2600 kilometers, while the average distance between two non-linked 

cities is 8090 kilometers; distance matters a great deal, and the majority of interactions are between 

relatively nearby cities. This is visually clearest in the cases of China and Japan, which are nearly 

isolated from the rest of the network, but it can also be seen in the density of links within the United 

States and within Europe compared to the sparsity of links between the United States and Europe. 

 

From frames of reference to new research questions 

In introductions to separate special issue, Nijman (2007) and Robinson (2014) both call for a 
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comparative approach to urban studies as a way to escape or move beyond the status-quo in urban 

theory. In this paper, I take up this suggestion, but propose a somewhat less traditional approach to 

urban comparison. Rather than using other cities as a comparative frame of reference, I instead use 

the outcomes of alternate but plausible economic landscapes as a comparative frame of reference. 

This approach rests on a frequentist interpretation of probability, which views an outcome like a 

city’s connectivity in the world city network as significant and noteworthy if it stands out by 

comparison to other outcomes that might have been observed if history could be replayed and firms 

could be permitted to have made different expansion and location decisions. In this way, it closely 

mirrors the conceptual framework of counterfactual thinking that has recently been employed in 

geography (e.g. Gilbert & Lambert, 2010). Adopting this approach not only offers a frame of 

reference for substantiating claims about cities’ strong (or weak) connectivity, but also provides a 

way of confronting several other substantive challenges in the world cities literature. It explicitly 

restores firms as the key agents in world city formation by treating them as actors that make 

decisions (about expansion and location), and that could have decided differently. Making inferences 

about how such decisions are made, it also helps explain when and where global firms might be 

expected to locate their branch offices. Finally, because the frames of reference serve to identify 

potentially interesting cases – cities and city pairs that are unexpectedly well (or poorly) connected – 

it offers a guide for selecting sites that warrant more detailed qualitative investigation to uncover the 

mechanisms and forces that allow these cases to stand out on the global stage. 

 The comparative approach I propose is certainly not without its limitations. It involves 

making inferences about how firms might have behaved, which is ultimately unknowable. These 

inferences are not mere guesses, but are informed by firms’ actual behavior and proxies for internal 

and external factors contained in the data. Future refinements of this approach may explore 

incorporating additional independent variables in the logistic regressions used to infer firms’ 
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expansion strategies, as well as augmenting these inferences with more qualitative data obtained by 

talking with firm executives about their thought processes in selecting locations (c.f. Beaverstock, 

Doel, Hubbard, and Taylor, 2002). The analyses and results presented above are also limited by the 

scope of the data on which they are based. These data focus solely on advanced producer firms as 

the actors responsible for linking cities and generating a world city network, but other types of firms 

as well as non-governmental organizations likely also play their role (Robinson, 2002; Taylor, 2005a; 

Taylor, 2005b). Because the SDSM does not make assumptions about the identity of the particular 

actor or actors responsible for world city network formation, this comparative approach to 

understanding cities can be applied by scholars from other, non-GaWC, theoretical and empirical 

traditions that focus on different generative actors. Indeed, the SDSM comparative framework can 

be used to better understand any network in which the linkages between nodes (however defined) 

are viewed as being forged by the nodes’ co-participation in an event, co-membership in a group, co-

hosting of a firm or institution, or any number of other “co-”phenomena (Neal, 2014a). 

 The past several decades have seen numerous attempts to define and identify world cities 

and their networks. Rather than offer yet another method to do so, in this paper I have aimed to 

describe a way to evaluate the claims that have been made about these cities and networks. By 

offering a comparative frame of reference, the stochastic degree sequence model (SDSM) provides a 

basis for making such an evaluation. But, it also sheds new light on the central role of firms in 

generating the world city network, and on where future investigations of world cities should be 

looking. When paired with existing approaches and understandings of the world city system, it opens 

the door on a new way of thinking about world city status. Is London well connected? Yes, of 

course; this is likely undeniable, and is backed up by both qualitative accounts and quantitative 

reports of its firms’ globally distributed offices and subsidiaries. But, is London as well connected as 

it could have been? No, firms could plausibly have acted differently to make London even better 
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connected than it is. The future of understanding world cities may not lie so much in simply 

marveling at or demonstrating that London (or some other city) is well connected, but rather in 

probing why it has the connectivity it does, and why it isn’t higher (or lower). 

 

Technical Appendix 

Ordered logistic regression. The ordered logistic regression model is a generalization of traditional logistic 

regression, but allows the outcome to be ordinal rather than binary. In this case, the ordinal outcome 

is the observed size of firm f in city c (Sfc), and ranges from 0 (no office) to 5 (headquarters). The 

probability that firm f operates an office of size s in city c is estimated as: 

Pr(Sfc = s) =  Pr(ks-1 < b1O1c + b2O2c + … + b5O5c + b6O1f + b7O2f + … b10O5f + 

b11(O1c ´ O1f) + b12(O2c ´ O2f) + … + b15(O5c ´ O5f)+ ufc ≤ ks) 

where O1c is the observed number of size-1 offices in city c, O1f is the observed number of size-1 

offices maintained by firm f. Statistical models of this type can be estimated using most conventional 

statistical software packages including Stata, SPSS, and R. In conceptual terms, this model views the 

probability of a firm opening an office of a given size in a city as a function of three factors: (1) the 

city’s capacity to support offices of each size, (2) the firm’s capacity to maintain offices of each size, 

and (3) the interaction of these two. 

 

Conditional logistic regression. This approach estimates a series of nested traditional logistic regressions 

models. Accordingly, the outcome is binary: whether or not firm f operates an office of at least size s 

in city c (Yfsc). First, the probability of observing any size office of firm f in city c is estimated as: 

Pr(Yf1c = 1) =  b0 + b1O1c + b2O1f + b3(O1c ´ O1f) 

where O1c is the observed number of offices of at least size 1 in city c, O1f is the observed number 

of offices of at least size 1 maintained by firm f. Next, the probability of observing an office of at 
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least size-2 of firm f in city c, given that it already contains an office of size-1 is estimated as: 

Pr(Yf2c = 1 ½ Yf1c = 1) =  b0 + b1O2c + b2O2f + b3(O2c ´ O2f) 

Following this pattern, three additional conditional probabilities are estimated: Pr(Yf3c = 1 ½ Yf2c = 

1), Pr(Yf4c = 1 ½ Yf3c = 1), and Pr(Yf5c = 1 ½ Yf4c = 1). Finally, from these conditional probability 

estimates, unconditional probabilities are computed. For example, the unconditional probability that 

firm f operates an office of size 2 in city c is: 

Pr(Sfc = 2) =  Pr(Yf1c = 1) ´ Pr(Yf2c = 1 ½ Yf1c = 1) ´ (1 - Pr(Yf3c = 1 ½ Yf2c = 1)) 

Statistical models of this type can be estimated using most conventional statistical software packages 

including Stata, SPSS, and R. In conceptual terms, this model views the probability of a firm opening 

an office of a given size in a city as a function of four factors: (1) the city’s capacity to support 

offices of at least that size, (2) the firm’s capacity to maintain offices of at least that size, (3) the 

interaction of these two, and (4) whether or not the firm already operates a smaller size office in the 

city (c.f. Guimarães, Figueirdo, and Woodward, 2003). 
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Figure 1. The Stochastic Degree Sequence Model, adapted for world city network testing 
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Table 1. Comparison of firm location probability estimation techniques 
 
 Ordered 

Logistic 
Regression 

Conditional 
Logistic 

Regression 
Estimated probability that Bank of America opens 
a branch in Chicago with size – 

  

0 (no office) 0.0547 0.0569 
1 0.0050 0.0192 
2 0.3184 0.3164 
3 0.5070 0.3434 
4 0.0942 0.2026 
5 (HQ) 0.0207 0.0616 
   
Correlation between observed and simulated firm 
location matrix marginals 

0.996 0.999 

Time to compute probabilities (seconds) 5.961 5.081 
Time to generate possible firm locations (seconds) 0.125 0.128 
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Figure 2. Average firm location probabilities by office service value and city status 
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Figure 3. Real and possible branch office locations 
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Figure 4. Real and possible interlocks (x 100) 
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Figure 5. Real and possible connectivities (x 1000) 
 
 

 



Figure 6. World city network (a = 0.01) 
 

 


